
Vi-Smart 

Our solution for efficient, modern
minibar control and more



Vi-Smart advantages

Refill control increases
minibar sales and helps

you minimize losses from
non-booking beverage

consumption.

Refill control

With the on/off control, you
reduce your energy costs.
Minibars are only switched
on in the occupied rooms
or at the guest's request.

On/off control

By monitoring whether the guest
has opened the minibar doors,

you reduce unnecessary checks
and thus increase employee

productivity.
 

Door opening monitoring Temperature control

The temperature control
gives you secure

information that the minibar
is switched on and cooling.



Vi-Smart Minibar On/off control

You want to reduce your energy
costs and switch your minibars on

and off as needed effortlessly,
effectively and regardless of

location?
 

Then Vi-Smart is the right solution
for you.



Vi-Smart Refill control

Opened
(The guest has opened the door. The hotel staff has

not made the refill.)

Checked
(Minibar status checked and consumption confirmed.)
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- The refill is confirmed with the yellow
button.
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The refill control and the
On/off control is optional via PC,

smartphone or tablet.



Refill control

Door opening
monitoring

Temperature control

Upgrade your existing
minibars and establish a
communication network

between the minibars and
the hotel reception.

On/off control



Technology behind Vi-Smart
Zigbee technology offers safe data transmission
through the mesh network structure.

The Zigbee components function as
transmitters and receivers thus
constructing a mesh network which
ensures reliable and efficient data
communication.
The Vi-Smart installation requires little effort
and can be conducted during a regular
guest stay.
The basic model includes the on/off function,
additional functions can be later enabled.



From planning to financing, we deliver tailor-made
solutions for the technical equipment of hotels and
similar facilities. We rely on our own developments
and 100% on products from quality manufacturers.

 
Viconnect GmbH
Bachstrasse 90

50354 Hürth
 

info@viconnect.eu
+ 49 2233 7138456

 
support@viconnect.eu

0800 905 0354
 


